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4/30/2024 4th draft (still in need of editing)
 RIDVAN 2024 Public Statement for Baha’i Administration 

https://bahaipdxwitness1984.wordpress.com/2024/04/23/ridvan-2024-
full-statement-to-the-bahai-administration-locally-and-world-wide/

https://bahaipdxwitness1984.wordpress.com/
and a lot of other social media stemming from

https://twitter.com/spiralcosmosart
https://gab.com/spiralcosmosart
facebook user Stephan Arturius 

https://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com & other links to other blogs and
usernames in multiple platforms

Especially Pursuant to:  ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Source: US Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 
1976 edition Pages: 449  https://reference.bahai.org/en/t/c/BWF/bwf-
109.html

“That is, it is enjoined upon the father and mother, as a duty, to 
strive with all effort to train the daughter and the son, to nurse 
them from the breast of knowledge and to rear them in the bosom of 
sciences and arts. Should they neglect this matter, they shall be 
held responsible and worthy of reproach in the presence of the stern 
Lord.
This is a sin unpardonable, for they have made that poor babe a 
wanderer in the Sahara of ignorance, unfortunate and tormented”  etc.
. . . . 

Pursuant to:   Baha’u’llah warning against pedophilia and all forms of 
child abuse in general

"We shrink for very shame, from treating of the subject of boys. Fear
ye the Merciful, O peoples of the world! Commit not that which if 
forbidden you in Our Holy Tablet, and be not of those who rove 
distractedly in the wilderness of their desires."[2] ” - Kitab I Aqdas

And especially the stigma of the 3 word phrase “shameful sexual 
aberration” 
https://bahai-library.com/compilation_homosexuality_bwc/ in the midst 
of Libtard depraved society determinied to be proud of it

“Bahá'u'lláh has spoken very strongly against this shameful sexual 
aberration, as He has against adultery and immoral conduct in 
general. We must try and help the soul to overcome them.” (25 October
1949) https://bahai-library.com/compilation_homosexuality_bwc/

 
“Among the young ones in the community are those known as junior youth, who 
fall between the ages of, say, 12 and 15.  They represent a special group with 
special needs as they are somewhat in between childhood and youth when many 
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changes are occurring within them.  Creative attention must be devoted to 
involving them in programmes of activity that will engage their interests, mold 
their capacities for teaching and service, and involve them in social interaction with
older youth.  The employment of the arts in various forms can be of great value in 
such activity.” https://bahai-library.com/uhj_ridvan_2000/

which  given how words have multiple context succinctly put by Late 
Comedian George Carlin   https://www.youtube.com/results?  
search_query=george+carlin+context

  also seems to me to be denouncing everything pervert homosexual pedophile
/ NAMBLA / faggotry / sodomite [Bacha bāzī (Persian: بچه بازی, lit. 'boy 
play')[1] .     that was going on in the old  Síyáh-Chál -hole howling 
towelhead  country, 
which pursuant to Shoghi Effendi’s words 

https://www.bahai.org/library/authoritative-texts/shoghi-effendi/
advent-divine-justice/3#496642817 and lots of other published 
accounts: 

: 
“indescribable state of decadence, with its attendant corruption, 
confusion, intolerance, and oppression, in both the civil and 
religious life of Persia, so graphically portrayed by the pen of a 
considerable number of scholars, diplomats, and travelers, at the 
hour of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh—all demonstrate this basic and 
inescapable fact. To contend that the innate worthiness, the high 
moral standard, the political aptitude, and social attainments of any
race or nation is the reason for the appearance in its midst of any 
of these Divine Luminaries would be an absolute perversion of 
historical facts, and would amount to a complete repudiation of the 
undoubted interpretation placed upon them, so clearly and 
emphatically, by both Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.” 

 What kind of real Baha’i can deny such racist slang terms (howling 
towel heads from Síyáh-Chál -hole country)   are not with out apt 
historical precedence from Persia during the 19th Century and not much
better now given what Shoghi Effendi says in Advent of Divine 
Justice: https://www.bahai.org/library/authoritative-texts/shoghi-
effendi/advent-divine-justice/3#496642817

The dire injustice committed upon children by the incredulous 
criminal negligence of certain baby boomer 1st generation & slightly older 
adults (born mostly between 1939 through 1957) of card carrying active 
members of the Baha’i Faith (who include my own parents),  where the former
child me was defenseless under their heavy handed cruelty due to stigma 
(and fear of punishment that child was complicit even though his 
undeveloped mind wasn’t able to discern the deception, abandoned with 
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abusive older youth and children, some of whom were pedophiles who had 
their ways with that child,  in the Portland Oregon Metropolitan area 
(mostly Milwaukie and Clackamas County) between 1977 through 1990 
especially.) 

, also subject to a hostile environment where biological parents’ marriage 
ends in divorce, their legacy hypocrisy, the abdication of parental duties 
abandoning that youth child me in 2 foster-like Baha’i Families while I was
between 12 and 16 (neither of those 2 families of whom bothered to consider
the abuse I had experienced prior to tenancy there) ,  and especially the 
extreme stark contrast mixed messages:  

#1 Become a great revolutionary crusader, “seize  participant of 
Baha’i Faith’s Great Leap of evolution anointed by contract and oath 
to become and commit to being “leaven of God” with an extreme 
overbearing amount of the fate of the world personally on my 
shoulders

“The Bahá’ís are the leaven of God, which must leaven the lump 
of their nation. In direct ratio to their success will be the 
protection vouchsafed, not only to them but to their country. 
These are the immutable laws of God, from which there is no 
escape: "For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much
required."
Shoghi Effendi, Lights of Guidance, p. 136

and reap the rewards beneficiary earning some solace, bliss and 
joy committed to some sense for an optimal ideal utopian 
society, 

being contrasted with 

#2 extreme imposition of experiencing child abuse and abandonment 
from his own parents with mixed messages,  hence crushing 
opportunities to participate in reproducing a better generation: 

Pursuant to Baha’u’llah’s own advice:
"Marry, O people, that from you may appear he who will remember 
Me amongst My servants; this is one of My commandments unto you;
obey it as an assistance to yourselves." --Bahá'u'lláh 

, the extreme stark contrast of my life and the lives of a lot of far more 
materially fortunate peers of mine I was surrounded by (both Baha’is and 
non-Baha’i), 

And all the failure of the adult Baha’is then and there to  protect 
children from abuse resulting in delayed reaction and ability to account 
for their crimes , the belated discovery of the devastating psychological 
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damage they inflicted, enduring extreme medical malfeasance of an 
involuntary medical abduction  (instigated by certain foster parents and my
own mother in 1996) stigmatizing me further, and a lot of other cruel 
setbacks has become such a nearly impossible barrier to credibility,  so 
much so that such mental injuries and forced loss of opportunities, 
jeopardized and crushed a lot of otherwise victorious essential life goals 
of ever being much of an authentic Baha’i husband and father material for a
Baha’i wife and mother material.  

All that great parental consent for marriage law,  of such ridiculous
cruel parents,  with a lot of crushing wrongful stigma of being a child 
victim to homosexual pedophile coercion extreme abuse and disunity of his 
own parents, leaves but little recourse to make open public whistle blowing
testimony.

Words can’t describe the temptation to be far too cynical and defiant
for one’s own good, feeling contempt above and beyond the burden of a lot 
of more matually fortunate Baha’is who have no experience of such 
tumultuous family life,  as a child, doubtfully can ever even barely 
imagine. 

Maybe psychological research on what possesses someone to be a 
comedian with such search terms as “morbid humor” “sardonic humor”  “trauma
and humor” repetitively delivering “dark humor”  Baha'i Blogcast with Rainn
Wilson - Episode 30: Omid Djalili https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=HJ4_zK1iUcI

    or Heyoka sacred clown     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y03lmTt1-1w  

might explain some of the coping methods to mitigate such extreme 
hypervigilance from “complex traumatic stress disorder” 

Maybe this illustration 
https://twitter.com/spiralcosmosart/status/1784108883713339556  might give 
some clue of bizarre mental survival habits and coping mechanisms   for 
such penchant to be cynical and seek comic pain relief and other pain 
remedies, often unfortunately vulnerable to addictions?   

However pursuant to: 
Arabic hidden words- 51 -

O SON OF MAN! My calamity is My providence, outwardly it is fire and 
vengeance, but inwardly it is light and mercy. Hasten thereunto that 
thou mayest become an eternal light and an immortal spirit. This is 
My command unto thee, do thou observe it. Bahá’u’lláh”

I cannot help but come to the conclusion Baha’is incredulous of the 
consequences of failing child protection accurately are complete utter and 
pathetic deranged snobs. Duly apt context word usage of “snobs” is 
concluded pursuant to a historical speech by the last loyal Member of the 
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Baha’i Holy Family Amatu’l-Baha’ Rúhíyyih Khánum the Wife of the Beloved 
Guardian Shoghi Effendi: 

where she calls out snobby Baha’is and says “they’re becoming snobs”
 

https://bahai.works/Transcript:Ruhiyyih_Khanum/
On_marriage_and_family,_1982 
https://file.bahai.media/5/57/Ruhiyyih_Khanum-
Marriage_and_Family_ABS_1982.mp3  On Marriage and Family, address at 
the ABS Annual Conference (1982) mp3

so much so that pursuant to: 

The Universal House of Justice Department of the Secretariat 1 December 
2019 https://www.bahai.org/library/authoritative-texts/the-universal-house-
of-justice/messages/20191201_001/20191201_001.xhtml

“One conspicuous symptom of society’s deepening malaise is the steady
descent of public discourse into greater rancour and enmity, 
reflecting entrenched partisan points of view. A prevalent feature of
such contemporary discourse is how political disagreements rapidly 
degenerate into invective and ridicule. ”

etc. 

“This holds particular implications for Bahá’ís, who know well the 
principles of their Faith require them to refrain from involvement in
political controversies and conflicts of all kinds. “Speak thou no 
word of politics” was the counsel of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to one believer, 
adding, “Except to speak well of them, make thou no mention of the 
earth’s kings, and the worldly governments thereof.” 

all that prohibition against “fault finding” and mean spirited criticism, 
critiques need to be tempered, yet harsh truth, testimony in defense of
and reporting of a crime, and the dire consequences of denying harsh 
truth,  will be delivered with the greater good in mind one way or 
the other! 

especially pursuant to:  Persian Hidden Words of Baha’u’llah : 
“49: O CHILDREN OF DUST!  Tell the rich of the midnight sighing of 
the poor, lest heedlessness lead them into the path of destruction, 
and deprive them of the Tree of Wealth. To give and to be generous 
are attributes of Mine; well is it with him that adorneth himself 
with My virtues. 

Telling "the rich of the midnight sighing of the poor"   seems to me to 
mean telling an inconvenient truth to the rich who are ridiculously 
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advantaged desensitized to those less fortunate.  The accounts and 
descriptions of such unfortunate might seem inconvenient, but that empathy 
for innocent defenseless victims is kindness: 
https://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com/2023/02/08/okgroomer-images-
illustration-memes/

 Proverbial "midnight sighing" often won’t come across as kind 
coummunication,  but that communication is an act of kindness. What  
Baha’u’llah  describes as "Midnight sighing" all of us “children of dust” 
must tell! 

    Consort with all men, O people of Bahá, in a spirit of 
friendliness and fellowship. If ye be aware of a certain truth, if ye
possess a jewel, of which others are deprived, share it with them in 
a language of utmost kindliness and goodwill. If it be accepted, if 
it fulfill its purpose, your object is attained. If any one should 
refuse it, leave him unto himself, and beseech God to guide him. 
Beware lest ye deal unkindly with him. A kindly tongue is the 
lodestone of the hearts of men. It is the bread of the spirit, it 
clotheth the words with meaning, it is the fountain of the light of 
wisdom and understanding.…
    — Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, CXXXII

Telling the rich all that seems to me to suggest that we who are burdened 
with disadvantage, have empathy with suffering, and are suppose to tell of 
how, why, when, where, and who are afflicted with loneliness exile and 
despair in pain, hunger, betrayal, catastrophe, imposition and sadness in 
the dark coldest middle of a 24 hour cycle, "the heart of darkness", the 
darkest hour where cruelty happens.  "Midnight Sighing" to seems to me to 
mean the root cause of the ugly inconvenient truth and reality that 
complacent snobs can’t perceive on their own.  Everyone will face mortality
and be impoverished to dust.  Everyone is a child of dust.  And that is an 
inconvenient truth to arrogant deluded snobby naive rich.  It's never 
pretty to think we're all going to become dust and that some are hardly 
given a chance to be anything besides dust in this lifetime.  

So with the provision of being reminded of traumatic cruel abuse, PURSUANT 
TO  this hidden word too : 

31 O Son of Being!  Bring thyself to account each day ere thou art 
summoned to a reckoning; for death, unheralded, shall come upon thee 
and thou shalt be called to give account for thy deeds. 
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At some point the delayed reaction of a former child victim need be 
accounted relentlessly vehemently with harsh testimony.  AS life 
opportunities are in decline, much of which is not the victims’ fault and 
the fact they weren’t the victims’s fault, discovered only belatedly, that 
defense will happen in self defense and defense of other helpless children 
worldwide one way or another.  

It’s the destiny pursuant to: Prayer of Western States 

“Confirm me in Thy service, assist me with the cohorts of Thy 
angels, make me victorious in the promotion of Thy Word and 
suffer me to speak out Thy wisdom amongst Thy creatures”

 To reach a lot of  niche fringe most deserving, most dire humiliated and 
disparaged difficult to reach audiences of Baha’u’llah’s message that 
snobby Baha’is won’t reach,  by the very nature of experiencing common 
similar victimhood and imposition, it should  be obvious that 1 person’s 
pre-conceived notion of crulty is another’s kindness, and another’s 
kindness is another’s cruelty:

. Hopefully it will be clear that a common theme of #ourstoryisone I use 
https://twitter.com/spiralcosmosart is reaching the emerging audiences who 
are weary of deception of virtue signalling protest 1 injustice at the 
exclusion of others equally wrong, 

 and is a bit themed with denouncing exclusive victim status virtue 
signalling for Iranian refugee Baha’is and Baha’is in Iran, but rather 
those non-Baha’is vehemently promoting Baha’i standards against child abuse
TOO!  What part of twitter #ourstoryisone is one is one #OurStoryIsOne #
 ?do Baha’is not understand   داستان_ما_یکیست

Unfortunately testimony account doesn’t always get delivered tactfully nor 
punctually to mainstream very Persian Baha’i victim status exclusivity 
oriented, nor other audiences. Credibility is constrained  if testimony is 
limited to a government in a kangaroo court legal system. Government is 
corrupted with agendas designed to aid,  abet and coverrup some 
indescribably horrific child abuse.

Yet, just like a ship wreck or train wreck survivor, reeling from his 
injuries afflicted with amnesia that dissipates gradually with time, 
remembering belatedly he witnessed certain root cause & contributing 
factors: Root Cause and Contributing Factors https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=70DabkIHWK0

, which needs to account for the horror such survivor witnessed eventually 
one way or another. 
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If Khidr did wreck the vessel on the sea,
Yet in this wrong there are a thousand rights. [Jalálu'd-Dín Rúmí 
(1207-1273 A.D.); 

Words of any survivor of child abuse alone can’t adequetly describe the 
systemic series of abusive situations of grooming he endured, in my case 
leading to being prey to predator older children and youth in the late 
1970’s and 1982 and all the  extreme incredulity and stigma that child was 
burdened with. And so whistle blowing must happen far and wide and public 
as a gesture of authenticity with support that only fellow survivors of 
similar crimes understand.   So an online friendship develops with people 
resourced to  commit to such educational multimedia:  here is 1 example: 

A short film on child abuse | Staying Silent
Jeremy Indika  https://www.youtube.com/@JeremyIndika  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sh4ytXM-7FY&t=0s

At some point as trauma is recounted and accounted, as coping skills are 
developed and temptation toward harmful addiction is tempered,  such former
witnesses of a catastrophe must organize their thoughts.  We survivors must
“Bring thyself to account each day” as Baha’u’llah says,  for the Love of a
better world, seeing his own soul on the line,   (as any kind of 
spiritually inclined human being would do wishing no one else such fate, as
the “golden rule” (do and wish unto others as you would have them do and 
wish unto you).  That “golden rule” is so imperative of all the 
“manifestations of God”  and intensely true about the Baha’i Faith. . 

Thus “dependent origination” happens: 

“form is excactly emptiness, emptiness exactly form” 
– Heart of Great Wisdom Sutra

“ Were it not for the cold, how would the heat of Thy words prevail, 
O Expounder of the worlds?” 

- Fire Tablet of Baha’u’lllah

“I was raped by millions deep in the void, I soon grew ANNOYED!!!” - 
- David Brockie of GWAR lyrics “Womb with a View”

And SO THAT golden rule includes a good heavy handed  “rake through the 
coals” serial critiques against the current and former commy libtard 
psychopath, oppressors, making some harsh accusations,  accounting for 
legacy libtard (by libtard I mean “libertine” incredulity all deluded and 
in denial) 

PURSUANT to this Speech
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https://bahai.works/Transcript:Ruhiyyih_Khanum/Freedom 

https://file.bahai.media/a/a4/Ruhiyyih_Khanum-Freedom_1981.mp3

“Liberty must, in the end, lead to sedition, whose flames none can 
quench. 
“https://www.bahai.org/library/authoritative-texts/bahaullah/kitab-i-
aqdas/6#502538542

This has some brilliant context
https://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com/2023/02/08/okgroomer-
images-illustration-memes/

AS for the particular CRIMINAL negligence failed parenting & extreme 
incredulity of former generation, especially certain last Step Parents,   
their funny weird hobby Horse Breeding ranch in rural Clackamas county 
during the 1980’s who were determined to commit me to sadistically see to 
it that medical malfeasance was done to me and murder me,  cover up, and 
seal their complicency of the abuse done to me as a child prior<.  

May their demented stark anathema of a real utilitarian prized regal 
traditional Arabian Horses or raising a child to grow up to be an adult 
whose truly Baha’i optimal Marriage . , from the best of the Best of the 
Middle East, contrast to their trashy redneck hobby horses of    Caller 
Carol (Clackamas Co) of Fat Gelding Ranch and her Vicarious Tools  .  and 
why the modern psychopatthic misandry is rife with a lot of conniving women
into horse husbandry Re Why So Many Girls Are Obsessed With Horses 
MGTOW.mp4 https://www.bitchute.com/video/MpAegxFM8BMD/

Maybe some interesting terms might enter the lexicon boomers have 
never heard before about my last foster parents and their relationships?  
Demented “misandrist matriarchal hobby horse boarding and breeding 
service,”  her “beta cuck white knight husband”,  and their eventual 
determination to aid and abet medical malfeasance, see to it I was treated 
me like a randy p.o.s subjugated animal and a proverbial  “nigger”, nearly 
slaughtered by the State of Oregon Mental Health services determined to 
dumb me down, chemically castrate, committed to medical malfeasance poison?

Such an anathema of Shoghi Effendi’s prohibition against “state 
deification” incredulous boomer 1st generation fake Baha’is, determined to 
leave me for dead in total abject medical malfeasance, and essentially 
murder me was their goal and it’s only just and fair for this reason, I 
must do my part to make sure their crimes don’t go unnoticed nor are 
forgotten. 
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Pursuant to: re: “Suffering - of Children

As to the subject of babes and infants and weak ones who are 
afflicted by the hands of oppressors: this contains great wisdom and 
this subject is of paramount importance. In brief, for those souls 
there is a recompense in another world and many details are connected
with this matter. For those souls that suffering is the greatest 
mercy of God. Verily that mercy of the Lord is far better and 
preferable to all the comfort of this world and the growth and 
development of this place of mortality. If it be the will of God, 
when thou shalt be present this will be explained in detail by word 
of mouth.
‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Bahá’í World Faith, p. 372

O My servants! Sorrow not if, in these days and on this earthly 
plane, things contrary to your wishes have been ordained and 
manifested by God, for days of blissful joy, of heavenly delight, are
assuredly in store for you. Worlds, holy and spiritually glorious, 
will be unveiled to your eyes. You are destined by Him, in this world
and hereafter, to partake of their benefits, to share in their joys, 
and to obtain a portion of their sustaining grace. To each and every 
one of them you will, no doubt, attain.
Bahá’u’lláh, Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, p. 329

AS those memories of horrible transgression of Baha’i principles against 
child abuse haunt the survivors involuntarily, in an indescribable hyper 
vigilance,  well into adulthood and the rest of our lives. We as victims, 
victim advocates or witnesses to such crimes’,  OUR death is appeased only 
by a lifetime with a restlesss unquenchable desire to proclaim truth for 
the Love of God!   We have a reason to live and refrain from suicide.   We 
have a Quest for a great “recompense to another world”  from this material 
world of pathetically limited opportunities!

AND SO you see there’s often a volatile temptation for those who truly 
awaken out of stockholm syndrome,  survivors  to throw a commensurate 
extreme amount of caution of warnings concerning a lot of deluded snobby 
Baha’i’s preconceived notions of prohibitions against

 “calumny/ “backbiting” / “discord” “contention” & “vicious 
criticism”, “disrespect to government”

to the wind and GO FULL PURSUANT  as civic duty to respect the Law of the 
land of which I live (something unprecedented in the egreggious injustices 
of  Síyáh-Chál country)  taking full advantage of landmark case 1st Amendment 
of the United States of America 

Land mark case https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/376/254/
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“Thus, we consider this case against the background of a profound 
national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues 
should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it may well 
include vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks 
on government and public officials. See Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 
U. S. 1, 337 U. S. 4; De Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U. S. 353,” New York 
Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964)

Amendment 1  Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging 
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress 
of grievances.

Former child victims “redress of grievances” entails far from limited to 
formally in a court and subserviently expecting police to give a shit about
what happened decades before he recalled completely!   

I don’t know how to accept the Publishing memoirs,  truthfully and honestly
are  committing “discord” nor
“calumny”

. Even though memories sometimes
are suppressed for a very long
time (40 years or more.), even
though there are legal “statute
of limitations”
there are no spiritual statute of
limitations to incite Justice “the best beloved of all things”)!  

As an adult survivor, who was a former child victim, that adult has the 
right and duty to testify his experience and whistle blow.  There are 
public figures, gregarious Baha’i people whose videos get distributed far 
and wide who voice opinions which others with Baha’i backgrounds and non-
Baha’is disagree with.  Those public figures are subject to harsh critique 
by the nature of the Law of the Land in the USA and “rhetorical hyperbole” 
is fair game with commensurate harshness of the critique commensurate to 
their falsehoods being exposed.  

The plebians get level playing fields that tyrannical howling 
towelhead afflicted stockholm syndrome giving clout to undeserving idiots 
skated into positiosn of wealth and power will I doubt will ever appreciate
.  

Public figures don’t get a free pass to virtue signal against alleged
prohibitions against “Fault finding” against critique of the disparage 
underdogs,  under the auspice of standalone scripture quotes without 
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context (like that superficial Thumper the rabbit being scorned by his 
Mommy or or other Belittling Nanny state like that Disney cartoon!)  We’re 
not childish cartoon rabbits with a disney cartoon mother scolding us.!   

What kind of Baha’is can’t think beyond the context of Baha’i prohibition 
against “Fault-Finding and Backbiting” 
https://bahai.works/Lights_of_Guidance/Backbiting,_Criticism,_Faultfinding,
_Gossip,_Lies,_Slander_Etc.#306._Abstain_from_Fault-Finding_and_Backbiting
 , 

and see where “redress of grievances” implies justice of a harsh critique 

 “vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks” as 
weighted commensurate to the egregious nature of a horribly 

injustice, to incite justice “the best beloved of all things” ?

This is an unprecedented reality of human rights principle of the 
Constitution of the United States of America! Those in imposition relative 
to abusive tyrannical politicians have the freedom and sometimes duty to 
make 
 “vehement,
caustic, and
sometimes
unpleasantly sharp
attacks” against
injustices and
tyranny  

, unlike the the old 
Síyáh-Chál -hole
howling towelhead
country where there’s
nearly no end to the
howling towel heads
having their wicked
ways over the
citizens!

It goes justice, against equity, good conscience to aid and abet coverrup 
against trauma based mind control which is also known as crafty wicked 
deception here in the United States of America.  Resistance to all who aid 
and abeit medical malfeasance is paramount! 

Pathetically ivory tower idiot medical malfeasance, charlatans, 
grifters, and various tyranny all implicit in the warnings biblically 
against “Wolves in Sheep’s clothing”  And especially for Baha’is against 
DECEPTIONS DESCRIBED categorically as 3 false gods of (communism, 
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nationalism, and racialism) stipulated by Shoghi Effendi in “Promised Day 
is Come”: 

Especially pursuant to resisting  
https://www.bahai.org/library/authoritative-texts/shoghi-effendi/promised-
day-come/5#703829286 The Three False Gods 

“ the triple gods of Nationalism, Racialism and Communism, “
 

 “theories and policies, so unsound, so pernicious, which deify the 
state and exalt the nation above mankind, which seek to subordinate 
the sister races of the world to one single race, which discriminate 
between the black and the white, and which tolerate the dominance of 
one privileged class over all others”

Defense of former and current child victims and prevention of future 
mishaps rests on thorough account expediently yet patiently.  There’s
a moral obligation and duty.   After all that Arabic Hidden Words #31
“death will come unheralded”, seems to me to mean to go a bit 
vigilante duly aware,  lucid, and “hyper vigilant” against a lot of  
defenseless children's’ oppressors

as righteous vitriolic truthful revelation, of self defense and 
defense of others in such scenarios.  

There are ugly ways of proclaiming truth against oppressors who betray 
others 

   The Definition of Nemesis - Snatch (6/8) Movie CLIP (2000) HD     
https://youtu.be/xu0p6CtioZk?t=15  “A righteous infliction of 
retribution manifested by an appropriate agent” in this case tetering
on restraining myself from sinking to the level of ‘orrible Conniving
Ubiquituous Neurotic Tyrants that all too often have their wicked 
ways with the world.  

And there is eloquent poetry (not quite ugly): “black waterside” 

“You could make me believe with your lying tongue
That the sun rose in the west.

Go home, go home, to your Father's garden
Go home and weep your fill

And think upon your own misfortune
Which you bought with your wanton will”
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Words of mine fail to adequetly describe the cruelty that needs to end as a
result of extreme betrayel and the duty to communicate why the betrayel 
happened and was wrong for prevention in the future, but hopeful there is 
some deferment to what the Baha’i Writings say that make some sense to me: 

Pursuant to the 2 beginning quotes “Evil Exists” 
https://bahai.works/Lights_of_Guidance/Psychic_Phenomena#1734._Evil_Exists

& Chapter of “The Priceless Pearl”  5 opening “principle of light and 
shadow” https://bahai-library.com/khanum_priceless_pearl&chapter=5/

 It should be obvious that Glorious beautiful evolutionary leap Baha’is 
profess their religion is, attracts some of the most ugly “at risk 
families”  with  “at risk children”!  A prevalent deluded desensitized 
snobby attitude of incredulity   doesn’t get forgotten by former child 
victims of it and will be duly accounted for one way or another. That is 
the message.  

Re: someone I had a heated disussion with tells me “The principal role of 
the assembly is to engage in teaching efforts” To which I respond

A religious assembly, Whether it’s Baha’i administration, or any 
committee of any authority anywhere, is going to encounter and feel obliged
to respond and welcome refugees from disparaged, despondent, and 
demoralized people 1 way or another! It’s the nature of decline of 
Civilization any Baha’i can’t fail to notice. There’s no way around 
encountering child safety issues and policies of how children’s activities 
are organized! Without adult maturity overseeing a playground for children,
children descend into vicious games of a cruel “law of the jungle” pecking 
order we see in public schools all over the USA or worldwide.

These Baha’i principles of protecting children are crucial beyond 
crucial. They can’t be repeated enough! That’s why I ZEALOUSLY spam these 
image collages.

All these meltdown videos of “school board meetings” should be good 
examples of a lot of the same issues of Baha’i administration : 

“school board meeting” yt search results

“school board meeting rumble search results” 

“School board Meeting” bitchute search results

    “city council meeting” “public meeting” etc. . . . .

pursuant to 
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 “The Ancient Beauty hath consented to be bound with chains that 
mankind may be released from its bondage, and hath accepted to be 
made a prisoner within this most mighty Stronghold that the whole 
world may attain unto true liberty.”
— Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, XLV

and The crucifixion of Jesus Christ which is all Biblically well 
accounted for after over 2,000 years. 

The principle of the Manifestation of God enduring such torture in totally 
sympathy and empathy for whatever imposition the human race is, The Divine 
Luminary clearly goes total bright white star everlasting supernova  
illumination starting based in the very heart of darkness 

as no non-Divine luminary (a.k.a. false profit / false god (as Shoghi 
Effendi applies Communists, Nationalists, and Racial supremacists  or in 
some other contexts “ Commies (psyhopathic Libtards who are batshit 
libeterine ways with children), Fascists (Nazis ultra homophobic & 
intolerant) & Racists ”white supremacists” or ultra virtue signalling of 
any people over another) ever could do!

This is true because a True Divine Luminary is gifted with superhuman 
capacities enduring being slow torture near if not to death (whether the 
Crucifixion of Jesus Christ or Baha’u’llah and all the rest) surviving what
would kill a lot of other people’s spirit and soul.  

So that superheroic endurance  is the foundation and basis of a lot of my 
personal Faith and Personal Testimony of witnessing a Loving God, trust in 
Baha’u’llah as the return of Jesus Christ, that He is the True Divine 
Luminary who indeed has the utmost empathy, sympathy, compassion mercy for 
all trauma victims of unspeakable torture and rape,  and truly is concerned
by paramount justice for all eventually forgiving all seeing Him as the 
Guide out of this world, despite imposition, with some kind of Divine 
ability to say:  

Luke 23:34 Then said Jesus, Father, “forgive them; for they know not 
what they do.”

The same principle applies for the parable of the “Thief on the Cross” who 
was Jesus.  There were undoubtably reformed disparaged lowlife bottom of 
the barrel unfortunates near the end of their lives loving Baha’u’llah and 
seeing Him as His redeemer as fellow inmates (to use 12 step addiction 
recovery “jails, institutions and death”.  And mean it! 

https://
bahaipdxwitness1984.wordpress.com/ has
been available for over 10 years with
over 250 entries now with many of the
culprits who caused harm to innocent
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defenseless children thoroughly doxxed, there are 10,000’s  of countless 
tweets & entries on other forums such as gab.com  of bordering  spammed 
recurring Baha’i theme image collages against child abuse to.  NO ONE makes
counter claims or sends an indictment I’m committing libel or slander 
against these oppressive peole. No one has critiqued them as though I’m out
of line. And so I’m still here still with little to no reason to retract 
the published memoirs protesting and resisting child criminal negligence 
done to me and many others as a gesture and warning to prove amnesia from 
extreme trauma eventually does indeed dissipate and the truth gets 
remembered and described from half a century ago as though the events 
happened within 24 hours ago!   Hyperthymesia happens! It would be 
interesting if anyone else whose still alive who was at the 1974 Baha’i 
National Conference in Saint Louis, Missouri (late August early September)

https://bahai.works/
The_American_Bah
%C3%A1%E2%80%99%C3%AD/
Volume_5/September/Text + 

https://bahai.works/The_American_Bah
%C3%A1%E2%80%99%C3%AD/Volume_5/
September

 can remember the account of “Hard
Luck story” #9 as I do, as a child
running toward Ruhiyyih Khanum to
greet her as her and her entourage
walked through the Hallways of that
auditorium in Saint Louis Missouri,
knowing instinctively she had my best
interests in mind far better than mine
and a lot of other children’s parents
of my lifetime ever possibly could,
the ensuing decision to be babysat at
the household of where Marguerite
Sears was staying  (Wife of Hand of
the Cause Bill Sears) solaced babysat
in the living room with these cute
little Dachshund pet dogs, is as
memorable to me as though it was
yesterday, even though it was half a
century ago! 
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